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 Q: Django templates - how to access template function argument variables I have a simple Django template function. In it I
wish to access two variables from its argument: {% load humanize %} {{ myfunc }} {% myfunc user1: user1, user2: user2,...

%} But it gives me an error: AttributeError: 'function' object has no attribute 'user1' And actually, it looks like myfunc
arguments are being resolved to be the function itself, so I cannot even access these arguments. What's the correct way to do
this? A: You can use the dot notation (.): {% load humanize %} {{ myfunc.user1.username }} {{ myfunc.user2.lastname }}
You should use the dot notation to access the variables inside your function's arguments: There is the dot notation for this in

template language. For example: Also, you may use {% trans %} statements to access names from the translation strings. The
main objectives of this research proposal are to isolate, characterize and purify plasma kallikreins and examine the biochemical
properties of normal and neoplastic tissues to which these proteases may have access. In addition, we shall attempt to study the

role of these enzymes in normal and neoplastic tissues with the hope of contributing to a better understanding of the role of
proteolytic enzymes in the invasion of normal and malignant cells. Plasma kallikreins have been isolated by affinity

chromatography with I-TRAK. These enzymes contain an N-terminal acidic amino acid residue which is removed during
purification. When I-TRAK is hydrolyzed by bacitracin it loses its affinity for kallikreins. This is consistent with a linkage

between the amino group of I-TRAK and the carboxyl group of the N-terminal acidic residue of kallikreins. The high degree of
amino acid sequence homology (about 98%) between kallikreins and proteases of human seminal plasma and other sources

suggests that there is a common precursor to these proteases. The primary structural differences between plasma and
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